
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

     

October 4, 2011 

Mr. Marc Menchel 

Executive Vice President and General Counsel for Regulation 

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 

1735 K Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20006-1506 

 

Re:  FINRA Rule 5131(b), New Issue Allocations and Distributions — Spinning 

Dear Mr. Menchel: 

Managed Funds Association (“MFA”)
1
 appreciates the opportunity to provide 

additional comments in response to Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) Rule 

5131(b), New Issue Allocations and Distributions — Spinning (“Rule 5131”).  Joining MFA 

as an author of this letter is Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP (“SRZ”),
2
 a member of MFA.  

References to “we” and “our” in this letter refer to MFA and SRZ.  

This letter follows several communications between financial industry participants and 

representatives and FINRA regarding Rule 5131 and its application to direct trading hedge 

funds (“Direct Funds”) and funds of hedge funds (“FoFs”, and together with Direct Funds, 

“Investment Funds”).
3
  As previously expressed in the MFA Letter, we strongly agree with 

the objective of Rule 5131 to promote public confidence in the initial public offering process 

by preventing conflicts of interest or impropriety by employees of public and non-public 

companies in connection with the allocation of new issues.  We join Mesirow and AIMA in 

applauding FINRA’s efforts to attempt to curb “spinning” practices through the 

implementation of Rule 5131, which prohibits allocations of new issues to executive officers 

                                                 
1
 MFA is the voice of the global alternative investment industry.  Its members are professionals in hedge funds, 

funds of funds and managed futures funds, as well as industry service providers.  Established in 1991, MFA is 

the primary source of information for policy makers and the media and the leading advocate for sound business 

practices and industry growth.  MFA members include the vast majority of the largest hedge fund groups in the 

world who manage a substantial portion of the approximately $1.9 trillion invested in absolute return strategies.  

MFA is headquartered in Washington, D.C., with an office in New York. 

 
2
 SRZ is a multidisciplinary law firm with offices in New York, Washington, D.C., and London.  As one of the 

leading law firms serving the financial services sector, SRZ regularly advises clients on investment management, 

corporate and transactional matters, and serves as counsel on securities regulatory compliance, enforcement and 

investigative issues.  SRZ represents more than 200 investment management companies and thousands of 

investment funds. 

 
3
 The communications include: (i) a letter dated August 19, 2011, from MFA to you (the “MFA Letter”); (ii) a 

letter dated June 10, 2011, from Mesirow Advanced Strategies, Inc. (“Mesirow”) to Mr. Gary Goldsholle, Vice-

President and Associate General Counsel, Office of General Counsel, FINRA (the “Mesirow Letter”); and (iii) a 

letter dated August 3, 2011, from the Alternative Investment Management Association Limited (“AIMA”) to Mr. 

Richard G. Ketchum, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, FINRA (the “AIMA Letter”). 
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and directors, and persons materially supported by any such executive officer or director 

(“Covered Persons”), of a public company or a covered non-public company (each, a 

“Covered Company”) that is a current (or, under certain circumstances, former or prospective) 

investment banking client of a FINRA member.   

The Problem 

As you know, the financial industry has generally interpreted the de minimis 

exemption of Rule 5131 (the “De Minimis Exemption”) as operating in a manner similar to 

the manner in which the Rule 5130 de minimis exemption operates:  requiring accounts (e.g., 

Direct Funds) to count the direct and indirect beneficial interests of Covered Persons when 

calculating the aggregate beneficial interests of Covered Persons of a particular Covered 

Company.  We contend that inclusion by a Direct Fund of the indirect beneficial interests of 

Covered Persons in its de minimis calculation does not advance the policy objectives of Rule 

5131 and, as a practical matter, forces the Investment Funds to choose between crippling 

administrative complexity and restricting from new issues participation investors who should 

be able to participate in new issues under Rule 5131, but cannot due to logistical 

considerations.  In fact, SRZ is not aware of any of its FoF clients that have been willing to 

provide to the Direct Funds in which they invest information regarding the Covered Company 

affiliations of their Covered Person beneficial owners.  The most that these FoFs will provide 

is a representation that, based on their own diligence, they qualify for the De Minimis 

Exemption. 

The inability to obtain the specific Covered Company information from the FoFs 

creates a dilemma for the Direct Funds.  Because any Covered Person of a Covered Company 

who invests in a Direct Fund could also be an investor in a FoF that invests in the Direct 

Fund, the Direct Fund, in the absence of the requisite information from the FoFs, is forced 

either to prohibit the participation in new issues by direct Covered Person investors in the 

Direct Fund or prohibit the participation in new issues by FoF investors in the Direct Fund 

that allow any of their Covered Person beneficial owners to participate in new issues.  For 

example, if Covered Persons of Apple Inc. owned 15% of the interests in a Direct Fund, and a 

FoF owned 50% of the interests in the same Direct Fund, and those same Covered Persons of 

Apple Inc. owned 20% of the FoF (something the Direct Fund will rarely know), then the 

Covered Persons related to Apple Inc. would beneficially own, in the aggregate, 25% of the 

Direct Fund (with a 15% direct interest in the Direct Fund and a 10% indirect interest through 

the FoF that owns 50% of the Direct Fund).  Because of the absence of information from the 

FoFs, Direct Funds that are SRZ clients are simply not allowing direct Covered Person 

investors to participate in new issues or, at the very least, are strictly limiting their 

participation. 

The Proposal 

Given this dilemma, we propose that FINRA generally permit an account to count 

only its direct beneficial owners for purposes of the De Minimis Exemption and not look up 

the chain of ownership to all indirect beneficial owners.   
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To begin with, the structure and investment activity of most Investment Funds make it 

practically impossible for an individual to engage in a spinning arrangement through a FoF or 

other entity investing in a Direct Fund.  To engage in a spinning arrangement:  

(i) a broker-dealer would have to know (a) the identity and company affiliation of 

direct Covered Person investors in a Direct Fund, (b) the identity of FoF or 

other entity investors in the Direct Fund and (c) the identity and company 

affiliation of Covered Person investors in the FoF or other entity investors;  

(ii) the Covered Person would have to know the identity of the broker-dealer 

allocating new issues to the Direct Fund; and  

(iii) the Covered Person would have to have control over the selection of the 

broker-dealer.   

These circumstances are simply not present in the typical Direct Fund/FoF context because: 

(i) broker-dealers to Direct Funds do not normally know the identity of the beneficial owners 

of the Direct Fund, including any FoF or other entity investors therein; (ii) beneficial owners 

of Direct Funds do not normally know the identity of the broker-dealer used by the Direct 

Fund for any particular trade; and (iii) a Direct Fund is managed by an investment adviser that 

is responsible for investment decisions, including the selection of broker-dealers and 

determinations to participate in an initial public offering, without prior notice to, or 

consultation with, any beneficial owner of that Direct Fund.  Given how remote the 

opportunity is for an investor in a FoF to influence the choice of the Direct Fund's broker-

dealer, the likelihood that spinning is taking place is truly minute. 

Proposed Limited Look-Through Approach 

Much of the compliance burden would be relieved, and the inequitable exclusion of 

Direct Fund's Covered Person beneficial owners would not be necessary, if FINRA adopts the 

view that, for the purpose of the De Minimis Exemption, a Covered Person is generally 

deemed to have a beneficial interest only in the entity in which he or she is directly invested.  

Thus, Direct Funds would conduct their diligence at the Direct Fund level, and FoFs would 

conduct their diligence at the FoF level.  A Direct Fund would not look through an entity 

investor investing in it unless:  (i) such entity was formed for the specific purpose of investing 

in the Direct Fund; or (ii) such entity directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is 

under common control with, the Direct Fund.  A FoF (or any other account) would undertake 

the same analysis with respect to an entity investor that invested in it.  As a result, a Direct 

Fund seeking to qualify for the De Minimis Exemption would conduct its due diligence at the 

Direct Fund level, and could rely on a representation from any FoF investors that they qualify 

for the De Minimis Exemption. This approach is relatively simple to understand and apply. 

Comparison of Allocation Policy Options Under Current and Proposed Interpretation 

To illustrate how the limited look-through approach would compare to the current 

approach, assume that a Direct Fund has $100 million in assets, which are directly owned by 
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two entity investors (25% each), an unrestricted investor (25%), and a Covered Person (25%) 

who is an executive of a public company (“Public Company #2”).  Each entity investor is 

beneficially owned by a Covered Person (25%) and an unrestricted investor (75%).  One of 

the entity investors (“Entity Investor #2”) is owned by an executive of Public Company #2, 

while the other entity investor (“Entity Investor #1”) is owned by an executive of a different 

public company (“Public Company #1”).  Assume for these purposes that no beneficial owner 

of the Direct Fund is a restricted person under Rule 5130 and that none of the carve-outs from 

the proposed limited look-through interpretation would apply.   

The following diagram illustrates the facts above and shows each beneficial owner’s 

pro rata share of profits and losses:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under the De Minimis Exemption as currently interpreted, the Direct Fund would 

generally have to choose among:  (i)  restricting the direct Covered Person investor and 

allocating the new issues profits pro rata among Entity Investor #1, Entity Investor #2 and the 

unrestricted investor; (ii) restricting Entity Investor #1 and Entity Investor #2 and allocating 
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come within the De Minimis Exemption, the Direct Fund could allocate new issues profit pro 

rata among all investors. 

This approach would be consistent with the intent of Rule 5131, and would help 

ensure that Direct Funds and FoFs do not become vehicles for circumventing the Rule.  At the 

same time, it would enable these entities to participate in IPOs instead of strictly limiting such 

participation or concluding that participation was impracticable. 

* * * * * * * 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments to FINRA in response to 

Rule 5131. If you have any questions about these comments, or if we can provide further 

information, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned at (202) 730-2600. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Stuart J. Kaswell 

Stuart J. Kaswell 

Executive Vice President & Managing Director, 

General Counsel 

 

 

Cc: Gary L. Goldsholle, Vice President and Associate General Counsel, FINRA 

 


